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Intra
Modes in the Renaissance era were vital to understand the inner workings of a
piece. Modal theory implies every Renaissance composition should have a distinct mode
in which it belongs. The mode of any piece from this era is theoretically obvious by the
first or last note of the piece as well as the range given, but researchers have argued the
validity of this claim. Complications arise in the case of pieces with two or more voices.
Polyphonic music causes uncertainty regarding the method of identifying the mode of a
piece. This paper will look deeply at the Missa Papae Marcelli by Giovanni Pierluigi da
Palestrina in an attempt to decipher the process used to find the mode in polyphonic
music. The Missa Papae Marcelli is a work scored for six independent voices, with some
movements being reduced to only four voices. Analysis of this piece will be done to
prove that a mode can be established in polyphonic works, and to explain the validity of
modal theory in deeply complex, polyphonic musical structures.

Historical Mindset
The first step to determining the benefit of modes is a clear understanding of how
they were used in a traditional sixteenth-century mindset. To look at modes from a
modern perspective would be dishonest to the music because modem beliefs regarding
tonality would interfere and obscure the true meaning of the music. It is far more useful
to retreat into a pre-tonal mindset and observe the modes in the way they were intended.
Many theorists would argue against this; rather, many feel that modes as a whole
are a useless and frivolous concept. Harold Powers is one who spoke openly with such an
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opinion. His belief was that modes depicted how a piece ought to be written rather than
how it actually was written.' This belief leads directly to the idea that modes are not
useful to the musical process, inciting his title: "Is Mode Real?". Powers makes a call to
arms in this article; he insists that theorists should "abandon the casual and unthinking
habit of using modal terms and names with reference to any and all sixteenth-century
polyphonic tonalities.'? A counter-argument is that, from a proper perspective, it will be
easy to understand the role of modes.

Determining the Mode
There are many elements of a piece to look at when trying to identify the mode.
Equally as great are the number of theorists and composers who have different
interpretations on how those elements should be analyzed. Zarlino was a theorist from the
sixteenth century whose treatise Le istitutioni harmoniche broke grounds in areas such as
counterpoint and modal theory. In part four, "On the modes," he describes which voice of
a polyphonic piece should occupy the name of the mode. He states, "The mode in which
a composition is written is established in the tenor."? This clearly defines that, regardless
of how many voices there are, the tenor is the one that gives the mode. In contrast,
Englishman Thomas Campion wrote in his treatise, "A New Way of Making Fowre Parts
in Counterpoint," that the mode of a piece should be determined from the bass and not
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Harold Powers, "Is Mode Real?", 1991, 18.
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Ibid., 12.

Gioseffo Zarlino, et al., On the modes: Part four of Le istitutioni harmoniche, 1558 (New Haven:
Yale University, 1983), 92.
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the tenor voice." Glarean had an altogether different solution for polyphonic works. He
thought it best "to assign a
mode to each one of the
separate voices in the
polyphonic texture and then to

Hypodorian
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analyze the way the modes so

(plagal)

final

cofinal

ru

Example 1. The Dorian mode and its plagal, Hypodorian.
Listing the final, co final, and mediant of each. (see chart 2).

assigned to each voice correspond
and contrast with one another,"? Not only are there different elements to examine that
determine the mode, but even debates on which voice to tum to when seeking the mode.
For lack of a secure answer, and to prevent becoming trapped in an endless circle,
let us temporarily assume that it is known which voice, or voices, bears the name of the
mode, and return to the idea of what within that voice shows the true mode of the piece.
In an attempt to discredit modes as a valuable way of looking at a piece, Harold Powers
states both that, "The determinants of mode, as set forth in Aron's chapter I, are final and
species," and, "The diatonic species of the fifth and fourth also determine the mode."?
Before proceeding to look at the traits that determine a mode, a step back must be
taken to establish the definition of a mode in the Renaissance era. A mode constitutes a
single octave scale and each mode has a different unique order of whole and half steps.
Prior to the time of Zarlino, theorists "recognized four primary modes, each one existing

Thomas Campion, Coprario Giovanni, and Christopher R. Wilson, "A New Way of Making Fowre
Parts in Counterpoint," in A new way of making fowre parts in counterpoint by Thomas Campion
and rules how to compose by Giovanni Copra rio (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2003), 46.
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"Is Mode Real?", 26.
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Ibid., 24.
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in two forms: authentic and plagal."? "Authentic" and "plagal" refer to the final pitch of
the mode. Authentic modes start and end on the final, whereas plagal modes circle the
final and start on the fifth note of the related authentic modes' scale." This is most often
the cofinal of the authentic mode. The names for plagal modes relate to the authentic. For
example, the authentic mode Dorian has a relative plagal of Hypodorian, and the plagal
of Mixolydian is Hypornixolydian, etc. (example 1). It was in 1547 that Glarean added
the modes Aeolian (final of A) and Ionian (final of C) along with their plagal
equivalents." All the possible modes can be seen in chart 1. It is curious that these modes
were not recognized prior to Glarean, and he claims that he was just "correcting a
misunderstanding

of the nature of mode as octave species.:"?

Glarean went on in his treatise to prove his idea of a twelve-mode system as
opposed to eight modes in such a way: he explained that one should look at each possible
species of fourth (every different pattem of whole and half steps created within four stepwise notes) and combine it with each possible species of fifth (every different pattern of
whole and half steps created within five step-wise notes) twice; once with the fourth
above, and once again with the fourth below. If this is done in every possible combination
then there are twenty-four octave species, or combinations of fourth and fifth species.
Next, one must discard all of the combinations that do not appear naturally, i.e. ones that

Joel Lester, Between modes and keys: German theory, 1592-1802 (Stuyvesant, NY: Pendragon,
1989), xiii.
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Unless otherwise stated, the term "cofinal" in this article will refer to the cofinal of the authentic

mode.
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Lester, xiv.
Ibid., 1.
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have either less than two or more than three whole tone steps between the two half steps.
After this is done there remains a total of fourteen species. Two of these must be
discarded because the octaves do not divide properly, but rather form the diabolus in
musica-the

tritone or diminished fifth. Thus, Glarean's logical approach to determining

the number of modes lands at twelve modes: six authentic, and six plagal.!'

Species of Fourth and Fifth
Now that the definition of modes is clear, it is finally time to learn what properties
of a piece show the mode. Species were mentioned earlier, but will now be explained in

/

more detail to understand their necessity in modal theory. A species of fourth is a
tetrachord, and there are three different kinds depending on the order of whole steps and
half steps. A species of 5th is created by adding a whole step either above or below each
of the species of 4th. There are four possible species of the 5th without any duplication.
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Each mode is comprised of a species of fifth from the final to the cofinal, or fifth scale
degree, and then a species of fourth from the cofinal back up to the final. Outlining a
specific modal species can therefore indicate the mode of the piece. For example, if a
piece has a noticable amount of leaps or step-wise scales from the pitch F up or down to
C then it is likely that the piece is in either the Lydian or Hypolydian mode because those
pitches are the final and co final in that mode.

11 Harold Powers, et ai, "Mode," Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, accessed 6 July 2011,
<http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grovemusic/43718>.
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"Mode," Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online.
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Cadences
Cadences play the most important role when realizing the mode of a piece. "[the]
modal quality of the last note of a song should override all other considerations in
melodic classification and orientation in the modal system.i'P Theoretically, the last note
of a piece can narrow it down to either the authentic or plagal mode with that final. Of
course, pieces with more than one voice do not conclude with every voice ending on the
same pitch. This returns to the dilemma of finding which voice or voices should show the
mode.
Renaissance cadences are very distinct and different from cadences in tonal
music; in this time period a cadence occurs between only two voices. These two voices
move in contrasting motion and one voice must move by half step to arrive on the same
pitch. For example, the alto voice can move from G# to A while at the same time the
soprano moves from B to A. Those two voices have just created a cadence on the pitch A
regardless of what is happening in the rest of the voices. Renaissance cadences are unique
in how they do not require every single voice."
Specific pitch cadences are expected with each different mode. One belief is that
"the degrees of the modal triad as the regular cadence points in every mode eliminated in
theory (though by no means in practice) the variable distributions of cadential degrees
that had differentiated polyphonic modes.?" The final is naturally expected to be a
cadence point, and is almost a requirement at the end of the piece. The cofinal, in either
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"Mode," Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online.
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Ibid.
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Ibid.
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the authentic or plagal mode, is the second most common cadential point. Finally, a pitch
known as the mediant is also an acceptable cadence point. Chart 1 shows a list of possible
cadence points for each mode. Take note of the authentic modes that do not have the fifth
scale degree as the cofinal, this is most often due to the relationship to the pitch B. B was
never a final, and thus thought of as incapable of being a cofinal or mediant as well.
Another important aspect is that the cofinaI for the plagaI modes is only a third above the
final and is often the same note as the mediant in the authentic mode. Likewise, the
cofinal of the authentic mode often becomes the mediant of the plagal mode. So, while
both are accepted cadence points in the authentic and plagal modes, the cofinal should be
the more prominent than the mediant. Knowing this can help indicated whether the piece
is in the authentic or plagal mode.

I

Final

Coflnal

Med.

Mode

Dorian

D

A

F

Hypodorian

Phrygian

E

C

Lydian

F

C

Mixolydian

G

Mode

I
I

Aeolian
Ionian

I

I

A

C

I

G

I
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Hypophrygian

~
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Final I Cofinal I Med
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I

A

C

A

C

A

Hypolydian

F

c

Hypomixolydian

G

C

D

C

Hypoaeolian

A

C

E

E

Hypoionian

C

E

G

I

Chart 1. A list of all the modes and their most likely cadence points.

Range
Along with the species, final, and cadences within a piece, the range of each voice
can playa major factor in discovering the mode. The range of each voice should be about
an octave and span the length of a single mode (the range of each mode can be seen in
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Appendix A). These voices can extend one or two pitches above or below this range, but
they seldom ever exceed this limit.
Combining and analyzing all the above mentioned aspects of modal theory can
give a clear indication of the mode of the piece in question. This paper tests these ideas
on the Missa Papae Marcelli by looking at each section of the work individually and then
addressing the mass cycle as a whole.

Analysis
The first place to look when analyzing
this piece is the range. The next aspect is to
identify every cadence, what voices create it,
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to indicate the importance of that specific
cadence within the piece. The strongest
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Example 2. Agnus Dei measures 48-50 showing a
strong cadence.

cadences occur between two voices that are
both ending a word or phrase and have all the necessary characteristics of a cadence
(example 2). Often the bass voice will also leap a fourth or fifth to the same pitch to
strengthen the cadence further. One thing to consider is that some cadences lack a leading
tone despite it being the end of a phrase. This cadence could still be under scrutiny
because the lack of a leading tone could be due to an error in copying. Assessing if there
is also a leap in the bass and if it is the end of a phrase could help determine if that

9

i -son.

i-son.
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Example 3. Kyrie measures 68 and 69 showing a
weak cadence with one voice midphrase.

si - bi-li-urn.

Example 4. Credo measures 12 and
13 showing an evaded cadence.
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cadence is intended to be strong. Weaker cadences occur when one of the voices is midphrase while the other is finishing a phrase (example 3). This results in a cadence that is
less significant to the overall framework of the piece. Finally, where it sounds like a
cadence should arrive, there can instead be an evaded cadence. An evaded cadence is a
place where a cadence is expected but at the last minute one of the voices jumped away
instead of resolving to the cadence pitch (example 4).
Kyrie
The mass begins

I

with the Kyrie. The ranges
can be seen in table l. As

I

~.

I

I bassus II

cantus:

F#4-G5

altus:

G3-C5

tenor I and II:

F3-A4

m12: E

I cantus I

C3-04

m12: C

tenor II

bassus I and II:

I

Table I. Ranges of the Kyrie

stated, the voices are

cantus

I cantus I tenor
altus

I bassus

I~~~
m21: C

canuts

I

tenor II
tenor II

permitted to extend approximately one or two notes above
and below the one octave range. Taking this into

cantus
cantus

tenor I

Table 2. Strong cadences

consideration the cantus and two tenor voices have approximately a G-G range and the

II
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altus and bassus voices from C-C. This eliminates some potential modes from the search.
The modes in question still include: Ionian, Hypoionian, Mixolydian, and
Hypomixolydian.

Chart 1 can be used as a reference for the expected cadence points in

these modes.
There are a total of seventeen cadences in the Kyrie. Only seven of those are
strong cadences based on the definition given; they can be seen in table 2. Given the
amount of cadences on C this would seem to lend toward the Ionian mode. Looking at the
voices that create each cadence shows that the cantus has an active role in all of them.
There is one instance where it is the tenor II that takes the lead role in a cadence on C,
and this is only because at the same time the cantus is cadencing on E with the altus
voice. Four of these seven strong cadences are between the cantus and either tenor lor
tenor II. All of these voices have a G-G range. Having a significant amount of cadences
on C and being in that range is more applicable to the Hypoionian mode.

Gloria
The next section is

I

the Gloria. This is a

cantus:

G4-G5

altus:

A3-C5

tenor I and II:

significantly more

I
complex part of the mass

bassus I and II:

I

G3-A4
C3-D4

Table 3. Gloria Ranges

cycle. The ranges can be seen in table 3, and are nearly

1_

m16:A

cantus

e::~
I m39: D

tenor I

bassus I

altus

tenor I

B

cant us

I tenor II

I m66: D

tenor I

I bassus II

I m104: B

I altus

I m107: B I bassus I
the same as the Kyrie. This section has twenty-nine
strong cadences out of a total of forty-one. A chart of

I bassus I

bassus II
altus

Table 4. Unexpected strong cadences
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the strong cadences of the Gloria can seen in Appendix B.
To assume some sort of Ionian mode as in the Kyrie would explain the cadences
on C, G and E. Unlike the Kyrie section, the Gloria includes some unexpected results
with cadences on A, B, and D, as seen in table 4. Band 0 can both be expected in the
Mixolydian modes, and these two modes are in consideration given the ranges of the
cantus and tenor I & II voices. The two cadences on A are anomalies because cadences on
A should be found-theoretically-in

the Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian, and Aeolian modes.

Unfortunately, none of these modes would fit the ranges of the voices.
A unique idea to consider when analyzing this movement is to separate the
cadences by range. Assume the cantus and tenor voices are in the Hypoionian mode and
the altus and bassus voices are in the Ionian mode because of their respective ranges. This
process is referred to as mixed modes, and will be discussed later. Then, look to see if the
cadences between these voices match what would be expected of their modes.
The conclusions from this
cantus & tenor 1/11
process are available in chart 2. This
4 cadences on C (final)

5 cadences on G
(Ionian final)

5 cadences on E
(cofinal of Hypoionian)

1 cadence on C (final

1 cadence on B

2 cadences on E
(mediant)

system gives an explanation for the
cadences on D and A, showing them to
be less significant because they occur
between voices with different ranges.

altus & bassus

2 cadences on B
Chart 2. cadences between voices that match

III

range

Whether this movement is considered in a
mixed mode or trying to conform it to a single mode still results in some unexplained
cadences on. Using a mixed mode and focusing only on the cadences between voices that
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share a range results in less unexplained cadences. Therefore, both Ionian and
Hypoionian, in a mixed modes style, fit this section extremely well.

Credo
The Credo in this piece is rather interesting because the Crucifixus, found in the
middle of the Credo, breaks down to only four voices instead of the six found in the rest
of the Credo. Due to the reduction in voices, this paper will separate the Crucifixus into
its own section for analysis, despite the fact that the measure numbers will continue
through the entire Credo.
The cadences in the Credo remain consistent with the previous movements thus
far. A chart of the Credo cadences can be found in Appendix C if further study is desired.
The one difference in this section is that there are more strong cadences on D than E
which seems to signify the Mixolydian mode. Yet, the very last cadence is still on C in
measure 194 between the cantus and tenor II, and thus still lending toward an Ionian or
Hypoionian mode overall.

Crucifixus
The ranges for the Crucifixus can be seen in table 5. Within the Credo, the
Crucifixus occupies measures 74 through 115, which makes it significantly shorter than
the other paris of the mass cycle. Along with being a short section, the Crucifixus also has
a significant increase in the relationship between the number of cadences and the number
of strong cadences. That is, all but one of the eleven cadences are strong, see table 6.

13
---~

cantus
I altus
tenor
bassus

F4-F5

~.
A3-C5

~

A

I m85: D

5

Table 5. Crucifixus Ranges

~

C

tenor

bassus

m98: E

I cantus

altus

cantus

altus

m100:F

I altus

bassus

altus

tenor

m102:F

I cantus

altus

cantus

tenor

m111: G

tenor

bassus

I m115:G

altus

bassus

cantus

tenor

Table 6. Crucifixus strong cadences

However, the cadences found in this section give less clarity than any other section. It has
a strong cadence on nearly every pitch, making this section of the mass cycle is extremely
ambiguous. The final cadence is on G between the cantus and tenor and is aided by the
bassus, and the first cadence is on E between the tenor and bassus. The conflict in this
movement is that there are strong cadences on E and C, but there are also some on D, this
makes it unclear if all the cadences on G are acting as finals, cofinals, or even mediant
cadences.
Without disregarding a signi ficant number of these cadences in order to fit it into
a given mode, it would be nearly impossible to come to any rational conclusion. Looking
at the larger picture of this section of the mass, there are more cadences on G than any
other pitch, and more on Ethan D. Therefore, Ionian can be viewed as more likely than
Mixolydian, especially when also taking into account the voice ranges. This analysis
results with the movement ending on the cofinal in a way that allows it to lead directly
and smoothly into the rest of the Credo. The only faux pas is the lack of cadences on C,
the final. There is only one and it is in the middle of the entire Crucifixus. It would
appear that Palestrina wants this section to feel very dependent, and that it can not
possibly stand alone but needs the Credo in order to be complete; therefore, he ends the
section on the cofinal, and allows for only a fleeting emergence of the true final.
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Sanctus
Palestrina keeps the Sanctus in the original
six voices, and the ranges are similar to those in
the Kyrie and Gloria. The first strong cadence
does not arrive until measure 16. This is unusual
San

B."

because a cadence usually occurs at the end of

~~¢-~- . -=

.-

_J-~~~===E:::::J

Example 5. The weak cadence in measure 3.

every phrase in Palestrina's music. Of course,
cadences do occur before measure 16-in

fact, one occurs as early as measure 3, but it is

a weak cadence (example 5). The strong cadences in this section match those seen thus
far, and can be found in Appendix D. Given the significant amount of strong cadences on
C, it is easy to assume that the Sanctus is in the Ionian mode. This belief is further
solidified by there being two other strong cadences on the pitch G, the cofinal of the
Ionian mode.

Benedictus
The Benedictus, like the Crucifixus is
written for only four voices. The cantus and altus

I m 15: G I cantus

I altus

I m20:
I

have similar ranges to the Crucifixus; however,
instead of a bassus, there is a tenor

r and

II both

A

I cantus

I tenor"

m25: D

I cantus

~I-

I

m36: B

I m37:

G

r;~1
I altus

tenor II

I tenor

I

Table 7. Benedictus strong cadences

with a range of G3-G4. Along with having less
voices, the Benedictus is also a shorter section of the mass cycle. That, of course, does

------------------_-.,._-
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not mean it is any less complex. The voices seldom line up, which results in a lot of weak
cadences. There are only five cadences that actually occur at the conclusion of a phrase in
both voices, see table 7. The fact that four out of five of these strong cadences are all ones
that would be expected in the Mixolydian mode indicates that this is most likely the mode
of the Benedictus. The lack of a bassus voice, which typically has a range of C-C, could
be further implying that the Benedictus is in the Mixolydian mode by having less of an
Ionian influence on the range. The cadence on A is the only one that does not fit this
mode; however, every section has cadences that do not necessarily belong in the mode of
the piece, so the one cadence on A is of minimal concern. It is even less significant
because A would not be a cadence point in either of the Ionian modes, the only other
mode that seems to be up for consideration within this mass cycle.

Agnus Dei I

I cantus:

G4-G5

m10:E

cantus

altus:

G3-C5

m15: C

cantus

tenor I and":

G3-A4

I m3~;--1

cantus

f--.

bassus I and

u. I

C3-04

I tenor

I

I tenor"
I tenor I

Table 9. Agnus Dei

m38:A

I cantus I altus

m45: C

cantus

tenor"

m50: C

cantus

tenor I

r strong

cadences

Table 8. Agnus Del I ranges

There are actually two distinct Agnus Dei sections in this mass cycle. In the
Agnus Dei I, there are only six strong cadences in this 54 measure movement (table 9).
This is the first movement that lacks any strong cadences on G. Given the abundance of
G in the Benedictus, the lack of any strong cadence on that pitch helps bring the mass
cycle back to a more neutral stance. A unique aspect of this movement is that all of the
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strong cadences involve the cantus voice (similar to the Kyrie). The cantus is now pulling
ahead and acting as a ring-leader for the piece. This gives another explanation for a lack
of strong cadences on G. All of the strong cadences on G throughout the piece have
involved either the altus or the bassus voices. One interpretation of this movement is in a
kind of Ionian mode, since it has two cadences on E it is most likely Hypoionian-the
mode with a final of C and a cofinal of E.
The cadence on A in measure 38 between the cantus and altus voices is still an
anomaly; A cadences should not be found in any Ionian mode. The question could arise
as to whether this movement is in a Phrygian mode. Phrygian has a final of E, cofinal of
C and mediant cadence point of A. Since this movement does not have any strong
cadences on G, this interpretation would fit every cadence in the movement. Looking at
the end of the movement may give some insight into which mode it is more likely in,
since the final cadence should override all others. In measure 50 the tenor I and cantus
end on a strong cadence on C. At this point the tenor I is completely finished and just
holds the C for the next five measure until the end. Unfortunately, it is not as cut and dry
as one would hope. Going into the very last measure the cantus and tenor II cadence on
E. This could just be a result of proper voice leading or it could be an important cadence
dictating the mode of the piece. Even though claiming this movement as Phrygian mode
fits all of the cadences perfectly, it does not fit the ranges. Since the ranges fit an Ionian
mode better, there has yet to be another movement hinting at Phrygian, and the section
can indeed be explained in Hypoionian, this seems like a more accurate interpretation.
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Agnus Dei II
It is unusual that

cantus I:
cantus II:

there are two different

altus I:

Agnus Dei movements
in this mass cycle; yet,
there is a major

~:=
5

·1 A3-C5

1

tenor:
bassus I and II:

~

m13:E

cantus I

m16: G

altus I

1

C3-D4

~
1

cantus I

1

bassus I

I altus II
1

1

bassus I
altus I

altus I

bassus II

0

cantus I

altus II

m49: C

I cantus II

4

Table 10. Agnus Del II ranges

difference between I and

altus I

I· m23: 0

altus II:
1

m4:G

bassus I

Table 11. AbTJ1uS Dei II strong cadences

II. It is as if Palestrina could not decide how he wanted to conclude the mass cycle, and
therefore he did two contrasting Agnus Dei movements. Obviously, this movement is
unique because it is the only one in the entire mass cycle that is scored for seven voices.
This is also the first time there has been a major diversion in regard to the ranges of each
voice (table 10).
When looking for differences between I and II, Agnus Dei I was very disjointed
with few strong cadences, and none on the pitch G. Agnus Dei II is similar in the small
number of cadences, but there is a clear difference in the pitches that have cadences. The
increase in cadences on D and G in the Agnus Dei II would seem to indicate a
Mixolydian mode. Even though the Agnus Dei II emphasizes G and D, the final cadence
is on C, and still giving the impression of an Ionian or Hypoionian mode. This would
imply that the strong cadences on D are simply incidental and less significant than the
ones on C or E.
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Significance of Modes
It is without question that knowing the key of a tonal piece is beneficial when
attempting to understand or perform it. This principal holds true for pieces of antiquity
also. Nearly every line of the text of a polyphonic composition such as the Missa Papae
Marcellus ends with a cadence; most often strong cadences. However, while it may be a
strong cadence, it may not be one that emphasizes the mode of the piece. Henceforth, it
does not make sense to give every cadence the same level of importance. Giving a strong
cadence on the pitch F the same stress as a cadence on C would be equivalent to treating
a half cadence as if it were a PAC. Knowing which cadences to lean into based on the
pitch allows for a better understanding, and ultimately performance, of a piece.

Summary and Extensions
The modes that are considered most for this cycle are the Ionian modes (both
authentic and plagal), Mixolydian, and possibly the Phrygian mode for Agnus Dei 1.
Given that it is the only movement of the cycle that can be explained in Phrygian, it is
reasonable to discard that analysis, and doing so will result in a more concise and
harmonious analysis. The next battle in hying to determine if a single mode can be used
to explain this cycle as a whole is the Benedictus; a section of the mass cycle that lacks
any strong cadence on C. The same is true for the Crucifixus which only has one cadence
on C. Given that the Crucifixus is during the Credo it is possible that this could be viewed
as a precursor to a half cadence. Ending on the cofinal of C allows for the piece to
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smoothly transition back into all six voices to finish the Credo. Thus, the only deviation
from the mass being in an Ionian mode throughout is the Benedictus.
There are no primary sources that explain the commonality of an entire mass
cycle being in a single mode versus looking at each part of the cycle individually.
Analyzing each section individually would result in the modes as follows:
Kyrie-Hypoionian

because of the ranges of the voices involved in the cadences mostly

being G to G and having a significant number of cadences on C.
Gloria-Ionian

or Hypoionian depending on which voice (tenor or bassus) should be

used to define the mode.
Credo-Ionian

or Hypoionian depending, again, on which voice should be used to define

the mode.
Crucifixus-Ionian

because of the cadences on G and E, with this reading there is a

strong focus on G as the cofinal and E as the mediant cadential point.
Sanctus-Ionian

because of the clear cadences on C and G.

Benedictus-Mixolydian

because it has cadences on G, Band D and none on C.

Agnus Dei I-Hypoionian

because of the ranges, and cadences on C and on E as a

cofinal.
Agnus Dei II-Ionian

or Hypoionian due to the final cadence.

To look at the entire mass as a whole and place it under one mode would probably
result in it being Ionian based on the ratio of sections in the Ionian vs Mixolydian mode.
It seems ignorant to deem Ionian the overall mode because there is no way to look at the
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Benedictus and claim it is in the Ionian mode. Therefore, I refuse to do so and will
instead claim a mode for each movement individually.
Now that the best suited mode, or modes (for the ones that could fit either Ionian
or Hypoionian), for each section have been established based on the criteria laid out
above, it is time to take it one step further and examine the concept of mixed modes. As
seen above, it is obvious that the majority of these sections can either be labeled as Ionian
or Hypoionian. If this were a single melodic line this decision would be made based on
the range, yet both ranges can be found within each of these sections, and it is unclear
from theoretical writings which voice is most appropriately used to determine the mode.
A belief held by some is that "if a mixed mode can be authentic and plagal combined
contrapuntally as well as melodically, it would seem to follow that a polyphonic
composition would most naturally be assignable as a whole to a mixed mode according to
the final."l6 This would mean that these sections of the mass can simply be labeled as in
the Ionian mode. The benefit of this analysis is it does away with the dilemma about
which voice to search for the mode. Mixed modes are convenient for analysis and
applicable to polyphonic works.
Once the term mixed modes is addressed, then it is natural to also explore another
classification created by Marchetto, that he has termed as commixed. "[When] a species
of fourth or fifth that was neither proper nor common to the mode of a melody was
introduced, it was called 'commixed' with respect to the species of the mode in
question."!" To examine this piece from a commixed perspective would require exploring
16

"Mode," Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online.

17

Ibid.
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which species are prevalent within the work. One process for determining this is charting
the species of fourth or fifth found throughout the entire piece. A simplistic approach to
finding these species utilizes the cadences that have already been analyzed. It is obvious
that the next most common cadence throughout the entire mass is on the pitch G, this
makes sense given it is the cofinal of the Ionian mode. There are also a significant
amount of strong cadences on D. These cadences, since they are strong, often include a
leap in the bass of a fifth or fourth to the final, thereby giving the piece a noteworthy
amount of species of fourth and fifth in the Mixolydian mode. This sort of analysis would
place the Missa Papae Marcelli as commixed between the main mode, Ionian, and a
secondary mode of Mixolydian.
There are different ways to determine the mode of this mass, yet the end result in
all of the approaches is nearly the same. They all end with either the entire piece in
Ionian, or mostly Ionian and partly Mixolydian. The process of finding the mode of a
large work such as a mass cycle is time consuming and repetitive, yet this detailed,
chronological approach successfully determines the mode of a polyphonic composition
and shows that even in a complex piece a mode can be established to give insight into
how to play the piece.

/
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Appendix
A. Ranges of each mode.
Dorian

Hypodorian

~T:J :l~
Phrygian

r FE JI ~ J j '~jttj----rttt-;J=--?3
Hypophrygian

~=-- jl-Ft=FU----.-·
- F F=t==--JJ J -~:Ja
b

EFtJ
Lydian

j-~~

F

Hypolydian

JT:t=q1rTff"TITTJzn--4 f'~
Mixolydian

Hypornixolydian

:I:l j F F 1r t Ft(jD
Aeolian

_

IT;:.~ ~

Hypoaeolian

F Irrt~ll) J5fi1f' ~ ~ ~
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B. Strong Gloria Cadence

m5: G

altus

bassus II

m60:B

cantus

tenor II

m7: C

altus

bassus I

m66: D

tenor I

bassus II

m10: G

altus

tenor II

m68:G

altus

bassus I

m12: G

altus

tenor I

m72: E

cantus

tenor I

m16:A

cantus

bassus I

m82:G

altus

tenor II

m24:C

cantus

tenor II

m92:C

cantus

tenor I

m28:G

altus

bassus II

m95: E

altus

bassus II

m31: C

cantus

tenor II

m101: G

tenor I

bassus II

m33: E

cantus

tenor I

m104: B

altus

bassus II

m37:G

altus

bassus II

m107: B

altus

bassus I

m39:D

tenor I

bassus I

m109: E

cantus

tenor II

m45:E

cantus

tenor II

m118: E

altus

bassus II

m48:A

altus

tenor I

m122: E

tenor I

tenor II

m54:G

altus

bassus I

m124: C

cantus

tenor II

m57:G

tenor II

bassus II

/
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C. Strong Credo Cadences

m5: G

altus

bassus I

m55:D

altus

bassus I

m8: C

tenor I

tenor II

m58:D

tenor I

bassus II

m11: E

cantus

tenor II

m68:G

altus

tenor II

m13: G

tenor I

cantus

m73:C

cantus

tenor I

m16: G

altus

bassus I

m131: G

altus

bassus I

m18: G

tenor I

bassus II

m135: E

tenor I

bassus II

m20: C

tenor II

bassus II

m137: C

tenor II

bassus I

m20: E

cantus

tenor II

m140: C

tenor II

bassus II

m22: D

altus

bassus I

m145: C

cantus

tenor I

m27:G

cantus

altus

m149: G

altus

bassus I

m31: G

tenor I

bassus II

m153: G

altus

bassus II

m32:G

altus

bassus I

m165: G

altus

tenor II

m34: G

tenor II

bassus II

m168: C

cantus

bassus II

m38:C

cantus

tenor I

m170: C

cantus

bassus I

m40:G

altus

bassus I

m178: 0

altus

tenor II

m44: E

cantus

tenor I

m181: D

cantus

bassus I

m47: E

cantus

tenor I

m182:D

tenor II

bassus I

m50:G

tenor II

bassus I

m186: D

tenor I

bassus II

m53: 0

cantus

tenor I

m194: C

cantus

tenor II

D. Strong Sanctus Cadences
m16: G

altus

tenor II

m32: C

cantus

tenor I

m36: E

altus

bassus I

m40: C

tenor II

bassus II

m64:G

altus

tenor II

m69: C

cantus

tenor II

m80: C

cantus

tenor I

/
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